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November Almanac: Best Consecutive Three-Month Span Begins
By Jeffrey A. Hirsch
Chief Market Strategist

28 weeks before Thanksgiving. The Monday of expiration
week has been streaky, but the net result since 1994 is

November maintains its status among the top performing
months as fourth-quarter cash inflows from institutions drive
November to lead the best consecutive three-month span
November-January. However, the month has taken hits during
bear markets and November 2000, down -22.9% (undecided
election and a nascent bear), was NASDAQ’s second worst
month on record — only October 1987 was worse.
November begins the “Best Six Months” for the DJIA and
S&P 500, and the “Best Eight Months” for NASDAQ. Small
caps come into favor during November, but don’t really take
off until the last two weeks of the year. November is the
number-two DJIA (since 1950) and NASDAQ (since 1971)
month. November is best for S&P 500 (since 1950) and
Russell 2000 (since 1979). Average performance in all
years ranges from 1.7% by S&P 500 to a solid
2.5% by Russell 2000.
In post-election years, November’s market
prowess is essentially unchanged. DJIA has
advanced in 14 of the last 17 post-election
years since 1953 with an average gain of
1.9%. DJIA has been up 11-straight postelection year Novembers. DJIA’s last losing
post-election year November was all the way
back in 1973 (-14.0%, Arab oil embargo
began 10/19/1973). S&P 500 has been up in
13 of the past 17 post-election years. Small
caps perform well with Russell 2000 climbing
in 8 of the past 10 post-election years,
averaging 2.8%. The only real blemishes in the
November post-election year record are 1969
(DJIA -5.1%) and 1973 (DJIA -14.0%, OPEC
oil embargo).
Options expiration often coincides with the week
before Thanksgiving. DJIA posted ten straight
gains 1993-2002 and has been up 19 of the last
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17 DJIA gains in 27 years with 12 advances occurring in the
last 17 years. Options expiration day has a clearly bullish bias,
up 14 of the last 19. The week after expiration has been a
mixed bag recently. DJIA has been up six of the last nine after
being down five of six from 2006 to 2011.
Being a bullish month November has seven bullish days, though

it does have weak points. NASDAQ exhibits the greatest
strength at the beginning and end of November. Recent
weakness around Thanksgiving has shifted DJIA and S&P 500
strength to mirror that of NASDAQ with the majority of bullish
days at the beginning and end of the month. We believe the best
way to trade Thanksgiving is to go long into weakness the week
before the holiday and exit into strength just before or after.

November Outlook:
Best Months & Year-end Rally Begins
It looks as though the market has resisted Octoberphobia
and averted the feared crashes or massacres that have
given the month its bad reputation. More significantly for us
though is the continuation of the return to normal seasonal
patterns we began to see last month that had been off kilter
through much of the pandemic. As you can see in the chart
of the typical October pattern over the recent 21-year
period stocks have tracked the seasonal pattern rather
closely this month, but with above average gains ranging
from 4.2% for Russell 2000 to 7.3% for NASDAQ.
November leads the strongest seasonal period for stocks,
kicking off the best consecutive 3-months, the Best Six
Months for DJIA and S&P 500 and the Best Eight Months for
NASDAQ. It benefits from “Fourth Quarter Market Magic” as
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detailed on page 102 of the 2021 Almanac. Trading around
Thanksgiving has been lifted by the holiday spirit for many
years, but we believe the best short-term trading strategy in
recent years has been to come into the week long and exit
into strength on the shortened trading day the Friday after.
Since Stock Trader’s Almanac issued its “Best Months
Seasonal MACD Buy Signal” on October 8 the market has
done quite well with DJIA up 3.1%, S&P 500 up 4.9% and
NASDAQ up 6.3% as of the close on October 29. This is
already a good chunk of the typical Best Months with MACD
timing historical average gains of 8.9% for DJIA and 13.4%
for NASDAQ. We do not expect the blowout performance
we had last year during the Best Months with DJIA up
19.1% and NASDAQ up 18.3%.
(continued on page 3)
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This is in keeping with our expectation for a reversion to the
mean for overall market returns. Back in March on the oneyear anniversary of the pandemic low when the S&P was up
75% for the rolling 1-year period we ran the numbers on the
1-year rolling returns for the S&P 500 back to 1949. While
these giant spikes do come at the early stages of extended
bull runs, gains of this magnitude have not been sustained
and the market has tended to revert to the mean. The
arithmetic mean or average rolling 1-year return since 1949
is 9.4%, which isn’t bad either.
As you can see in the chart the market is already heading
quickly toward that mean. So we expect modest gains over
the next several months in keeping with historical seasonal
patterns. If we tack on a 1% gain on average each month

over the next six-eight months that will be in keeping with
the mean reversion to average rolling 1-year returns and
overall historical market performance.
We expect the positive support from seasonal forces, solid
corporate earnings, improving market internals and technical
momentum to outweigh negative inputs from nagging
transitory inflation, supply chain bottlenecks, the flattening
yield curve and decelerating growth for the time being.
So we are bullish through year-end and into Q1 of 2022
when optics from midterm election campaigning and
mudslinging are likely to make the market more susceptible
to the headwinds it’s been able to stave off with support
from easy money from the Federal Reserve and free money
from the Federal Government. For now enjoy the year-end
rally and Best Months of the year.

Index Definitions: The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged composite of 500 large capitalization companies. This index is widely used by professional investors as a
performance benchmark for large-cap stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (‘DJIA’) is an unmanaged composite of 30 widely held stocks. The NASDAQ Index is an
unmanaged composite of the common stocks and similar securities listed on the NASDAQ Stock Market. The Russell 2000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the bottom
2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. The Russell 3000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the 3,000 largest publicly held companies incorporated in America as
measured by total market capitalization. The Russell 2000 index is widely used by professional investors as a performance benchmark for small-cap stocks. You cannot invest
directly in an index and unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. The Wilshire 5000 is a market-capitalization-weighted index of the
market value of all US-stocks actively traded in the United States. As of December 31, 2020, the index contained only 3463 components. The index is intended to measure the
performance of most publicly traded companies headquartered in the United States, with readily available price data. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD): A trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two moving averages of prices.
Santa Claus Rally: Discovered and named by Yale Hirsch in 1972 and published in the 1973 Stock Trader’s Almanac. Santa Claus tends to come to Wall Street nearly
every year, bringing a short, sweet, respectable rally within the last five days of the year and the first two in January. This rally has been averaged 1.3% S&P 500 gain since
1969. Santa’s failure to show tends to precede bear markets, or times stocks could be purchased later in the year at much lower prices.
Triple Witch Week: Is the week containing the third Friday in March, June, September and December when stock options, index options and index futures expire on Friday.
January Effect: Is the tendency of small-cap stocks to outperform large-cap stocks in January.
January Barometer: Devised by Yale Hirsch in 1972, and published in the 1973 Stock Trader’s Almanac, the January Barometer states that as the S&P 500 goes in January,
so goes the year. This indicator has registered eleven major errors since 1950 for an 84.5% accuracy ratio.
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Market at a Glance
Seasonal: Bullish. November is the first month of the
“Best Six Months” for DJIA and S&P 500 and
NASDAQ’s “Best Eight Months.” It’s also the first month
of the market’s best three consecutive month span,
November to January. November is the best S&P 500,
Russell 1000 and 2000 month of the year. Second
best for DJIA and S&P 500. In post-election years
average performance improves modestly
compared to all years.

while Advance/Decline lines are improving. Seasonal
forces may aid the market with a sustained move higher
into year-end.

Monetary: 0 – 0.25%. The Fed will meet November
2-3, and they are widely expected to transition from
taper talk to taper action. Given current elevated
inflation readings and softening growth, the Fed may
be challenged to achieve a balance that
adequately addresses both issues
We believe
while keeping the market satisfied.
believe the Fed will announce
the Fed will announce We
a tapering strategy, but the pace
is likely to be slow and
a tapering strategy,
data dependent.

“

Fundamental: Decelerating. According
to the just released advance estimate
of Q3 GDP from the BEA, growth
slowed to just 2%. This is the
slowest gain since the recovery
began last year and was well
but the pace is likely
Psychological: Improving. According
below estimates. September’s jobs
Investor’s Intelligence Advisors
to
to be slow and
report was similarly disappointing
Sentiment survey Bullish advisors
and well below expectations earlier
data
dependent.
have climbed to 48.9%. Correction
this month. Two bright data points
advisors have retreated to 27.3% while
thus far are solid corporate earnings
Bearish advisors stand at 23.8%. Bullish
numbers and steadily falling initial weekly
sentiment bottomed in early October when
jobless claims.
correction sentiment had swelled to 37.10%. The
difference between bulls and bears also shrunk to its
Technical: Breaking out. Stock Trader’s Almanac
Seasonal MACD Buy Signal triggered on the close on
lowest level since the pandemic began in early October
October 8. DJIA, S&P 500 and NASDAQ have all
and has begun to rebound. Overall sentiment remains
broken out to new all-time closing highs. Russell 2000
marginally neutral but is likely to shift as the market
has not. Weekly New Highs are bullishly trending higher
continues to climb higher.

”
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For more information about our strategies, products
and services, including updated fact sheets,
performance summary reports and prospectuses,
visit our website: http://www.probabilitiesfund.com or call Advisor
Services today at (800) 519-0438.
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